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One School Week

for x in range(5):
    get up
    go to school
    go home
    go to bed
One Whole Week

for x in range(5):
    get up
    go to school
    go home
    go to bed

for x in range(2):
    get up
    play at home
    go to bed
One Half Term

for x in range(7):
    for x in range(5):
        get up
        go to school
        go home
        go to bed
    for x in range(2):
        get up
        play at home
        go to bed
One Term

for x in range(2):
    for x in range(7):
        for x in range(5):
            get up
            go to school
            go home
            go to bed
    for x in range(2):
        get up
        play at home
        go to bed

#Two half terms
#Seven weeks
#Five days